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Rest assured.
We’re experts.
With thousands of installations
already completed, you can
feel confident we really are the
pool fencing experts.

www.aquavistaglass.com.au
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Guaranteed to impress.
Safe, stylish, sleek and simply stunning. Frameless
glass is the ultimate in pool fencing.
All of our frameless glass pool fencing panels are
Grade A, 12mm thick, toughened glass with flat
polished edges and 2mm radius corners.

Safety and beauty are combined in a cost effective
adaptive, modular system that will transform any
established home’s pool area and compliment any
new development project.

We stock glass panel widths from 100mm to
1800mm in length (in 50mm increments) and this
glass range is available immediately, ensuring
there are never any installation delays for both
residential and commercial projects.

It is engineered and designed to meet all
Australian Standards and every component of our
fencing system has been tested to comply with
relevant safety standards.

We offer premium and value ranges of all our fencing
components to suit all budgets and installations.
Spigots

Hinge Panels

Glass Gates

Gate Hardware

The premium range is
balustrade-compliant
made from 2205
stainless steel to ensure
longer life and structural
integrity. The value
range is manufactured
using investment casting
technology. Both ranges
are high quality marine
grade 2205 stainless
steel and are available in
round and square profiles
for core-drilled and baseplated applications.

The value range of hinge
panels are 12mm Grade A
toughened glass in sizes
ranging from 1000mm
to 1700mm for use with
spring hinges. The
premium range use softclosing glass-mounted
oil-dampened springs
to provide a premium
experience. Again, we
stock all sizes from
1000mm to 1700mm.

The value range of glass
gates are 8mm Grade
A glass suitable for
spring hinge panels and
stainless steel posts. All
are available in 25mm
increments from 700mm
to 1000mm. The premium
range hydraulic softclose gates are 12mm
toughened glass that
range in size from 800mm
to 1000mm in 50mm
increments.

We stock a full range
of gate hardware to
complement our entire
glass pool fence product
suite. Our hinges and
latches utilise the
renowned safety and
engineering of D&D
Technologies’ Magna
Latch and Lockable
Magna Latch. We also
offer soft-closing hydraulic
hinges.
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A good word.
Or two.
We pride ourselves not only on
our superior products but also our
customer service. It’s why people
refer us. A lot.
We found the AVG team to be friendly, prompt, and efficient. Their
expertise and attention to detail was beyond our expectations. I would
recommend AVG to anyone wanting a high quality product with first class
customer service. Thanks again for a great job!
Rob and Rebecca, Forest Lake
Not only was the product spot on, the design, layout drawing and
installation instructions were spot on and it was a pleasure to deal with
such a helpful business. Aqua Vista Glass went to “Nth” degree to ensure
that the installations went smoothly.
C Dunford, Redland Bay
Aqua Vista Glass provide an excellent product and the company’s
problem solving abilities, esp with tricky pool fence regulations was
greatly appreciated. All my friends are envious, not only because our pool
fence looks great, but they are amazed at the great price I paid.
Abby, Coorparoo
The finished product is exactly what we were after and exactly what
Aqua Vista promised to supply and install. We would not hesitate in
recommending Aqua Vista Glass to our family and friends, in fact, we have
already done this.
A Kiloni, Wakerley

Please visit www.aquavistaglass.com.au or
call 07 3861 9977 for more information.

